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System Overview 

Method Experiment Result 

I. Finding candidate anchors and target links 

II. Computing relevance between cross-lingual Wikipedia pages 

III. Anchors and links selection 

    We extracted all anchor links in the Wikipedia collections. Each anchor link is com-
posed of the surface text (mention) and its target link. Mentions may be different from the 
title of the target topic page and a mention is often shared among different concepts. For 
an input article, we do mentions matching first to mind a bag of possible target pages.  
    In order to mind the links to concepts that didn't exist in CJK Wikipedia but in English 
Wikipedia, we utilized POS tagging technique. The surface texts that match POS pattern 
for anchor texts will be translated into English. More possible linked pages can be found 
by matching the translated text to all titles in the English Wikipedia collection. 

    There are two approaches to compute similarity score between CJK Wikipedia pages 
and English Wikipedia pages. 

   Keyword Similarity: We use the mentions in mention table of English Wikipedia as 

word bag list to calculate the similarity. We translated the input Chinese or Japanese arti-
cle to English by machine translation system first. Then apply mention matching to both 
the translated article and target linking page. The score is given by Dice’s coefficient.  
 

 

 
A: keywords of input article   
B: anchor texts of candidate Wikipedia page 

    In this stage, we rank all the anchor text and target link pair candidates discovered 
previously by the combination of many measures. The features are listed below: 

    Global Keyness of anchor text (gk): The score presents how likely the n-gram being 
an anchored.      

    Category Probability of target page (cat_p): Some categories are very likely to be an-
chored, e.g. Countries, Movie players. We analyzed all anchor links in Wikipedia collec-
tion and computed the portion of categories. 

    Parenthesis (pp): Whether the anchor text is parenthesized or not. 
  Keyword Similarity (keywordSim): The relatedness of target page and origin page. 
  LDA similarity (lda_sim): The relatedness of target page and origin page. 

The F2F evaluation of Chinese to English result with Wikipedia Ground Truth 

The F2F evaluation of Japanese to English result with Wikipedia Ground Truth 

racing car engine race cars driver motor formula engines speed 

la el mexico spanish puerto san del juan mexican chile 

government patrolling court accused police act law clerk defending security 

regiment army polish infantry battalion brigade division poland battle 

album song chart band track vocals albums songs guitar single 

navy ship naval ships hms royal officer vessel uss admiral 

river lake antarctic island km park glacier mountain dam mountains 

orchestra piano opera composer symphony czech violin dgg jazz 

al ottoman khan armenian muhammad pakistan muslim empire afghanistan Israeli 

church bishop catholic cathedral rev diocese ordained college parish priest 

LDA model: LDA is a model introduced by Blei et al (2003), designed to automatically 

induce latent hidden topics from discrete data. Each LDA topic is a distribution over the 
words of the corpus. Documents are represented as a mixture of topics. This is to say 
that every topic of the model has a probability in every document, and that the similarity 
between two documents can then be calculated as a similarity between the topics com-
posing it. A new translated English document is first converted in its bag of words vector, 
and then to the distribution over the LDA topics.  

The comparison between two docu-
ments is done with a cosine similarity 
between the two documents topic vec-
tors.  
 

 

 

   A is a vector representing a document of 
the English Wikipedia, B is the vector repre-
senting the original Chinese or Japanese in-
put document after its translation into English.  The ten most probable words obtained for ten LDA topics 


